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INTRODUCTION 

Over the past two years, ICRF heating experiments have been performed 
on TFTR in the hydrogen minority heating regime with power levels reaching 
11.2 MW in helium-4 majority plasmas and 8.4 MW in deuterium majority 
plasmas1. For these power levels, the minority hydrogen ions, which 
comprise typically less than 10% of the total electron density, evolve into a 
very energetic, anisotropic non-Maxwellian distribution. Indeed, the excess 
perpendicular stored energy in these plasmas associated with the energetic 
minority tail ions is often as high as 25% of the total stored energy, as inferred 
from magnetic measurements. Enhanced losses of 0.5 MeV protons 
consistent with the presence of an energetic hydrogen component have also 
been observed 2 . In ICRF heating experiments on JET at comparable and 
higher power levels and with similar parameters, it has been suggested 3 - 4 

that finite banana width effects have a noticeable effect on the ICRF power 
deposition. In particular, models indicate that finite orbit width effects lead to a 
reduction in the total stored energy and of the tail energy in the center of the 
plasma, relative to that predicted by the zero banana width models. In this 
paper, detailed comparisons between the calculated ICRF power deposition 
profiles and experimentally measured quantities will be presented which 
indicate that significant deviations from the zero banana width models occur 
even for modest power levels (Prf ~ 6 MW) in the TFTR experiments. 

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS 

ICRF heating experiments on TFTR were performed in the deuterium ma
jority/hydrogen minority regime at power levels up to 8.4 MW with (O-JC) phas
ing. A plasma current of 1.8 MA was used and the toroidal field was set at 
about 3.2 T to insure on-axis heating for a source frequency of 47 MHz. Cen
tral densities ranged from 3.8-5.5 X 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 with zeff typically about 1.5-
1.8 for these discharges. According to spectroscopic measurements, the 
H/(H+D) ratio at the edge of these plasmas was in the range of 5%-8%, lead
ing to an inferred central hydrogen density of about 6%. At ICRF power lev-
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els above 3 MW, the sawteeth were either stabilized or significantly length
ened during the RF pulse. The time evolution of the central electron tempera
ture and density for discharges with 3.2 and 8.4 MW are displayed in Fig. 1. 

From the magnetics measurements for the total stored energy, Wtot. and 
the diamagnetic stored energy, W,jj a, the excess perpendicular stored 
energy, WJL, in each discharge can be estimated as W_L = 3 Wdj a - 2 Wtot-
This measurement is compared in Fig. 2 with estimates obtained from an 
equilibrium energy balance analysis, W ĵp , and from calculations of the 
integrated tail stored energy, W c 0 ( j e , obtained using the SNAP RF model5. 
Since the ion temperature was not measured directly in these discharges, the 
ion temperature profile was calculated assuming that %] = a*Xe . vvith a eter-
mined so that the measured and calculated neutron production rates were in 
agreement. For these discharges, a was typically in the range of 1-2. By sub
tracting the measured electron stored energy and the inferred ion stored ener
gy components from Wtot. the kinetic estimate of the tail stored energy was 
obtained. Note that Wj_and Wkfn are consistent to within the experimental ac
curacy of the data. However, W C 0 ( j e is consistently higher than both W^ ard 
Wkjri > ^ e discrepancy becoming more pronounced at the higher RF powe 
levels. 

Passive charge exchange measurements of the minority hydrogen distri
bution as a function of energy, obtained using the alpha charge exchange 
diagnostic, are shown in Fig. 3 for different RF power levels. Estimates for the 
hydrogen tail temperature for each discharge, obtained from straight line fits 
to the curves, are compared against the model predictions in Fig. 4. Despite 
the large discrepancies between the measured and predicted values for the 
volume-integrated fast ion energy content, as evidenced in Fig. 2, the model 
predictions for Ttail agree reasonably well with the charge exchange 
measurements. 

DISCUSSION 

Comparisons between the predicted ICRF power deposition profiles and 
the measured total fast ion stored energy and effective temperature for the 
high RF power TFTR experiments lead to the paradoxical conclusion that 
while the computed fast ion temperatures are in rough agreement with the 
data, the computed total fast ion stored energy is a factor of 2-3 too high, par
ticularly at the higher RF power levels. A similar disagreement between the 
computed and measured total stored energy of the fast ion has been noted in 
the JET experiments and ascribed to finite orbit width effects3'4. According to 
the JET model3, finite orbit width effects become significant when the radial 



width of the fast ion orbit is comparable to the width of the focal spot of the RF 
power deposition. This condition is satisfied for tail temperatures above a criti
cal value, which for both TFTR and JET is on the order of 0.875-1 MeV. In the 
TFTR discharges studied here, the tail temperature, as measured anc as 
computed with a zero banana width model, is significantly lower than this criti
cal value in most cases. Furthermore, the finite orbit width model also predicts 
a significant decrease in the peak tail temperature, a result which is 
inconsistent with the TFTR data While the predicted tail temperatures 
typically exceed the measured temperatures by about 10%, the overall impli
cation is that finite orbit width effects can not account for the discrepancy be
tween the experimental results and the model. 

An alternate cause for the differences between the measurements and 
the model may be the presence of TAE mode activity in these discharges1 >6. 
The relative amplitude of the magnetic perturbations associated with the TAE 
modes is plotted in Fig. 5, showing a strong increase with applied RF power. 
The TAE modes excited in these experiments tend to peak off-axis. It is 
possible that enhanced hot ion loss associated with these modes could lead 
to a decrease in the fast ion stored energy at radii where the TAE mode 
peaks. Such an enhanced hot ion loss has been observed in the 4He(H) 
experiments1 - 6. This could lead to an overall decrease in the volume integrat
ed fast ion stored energy while having a minimal effect on the central tail tem
perature. Self-consistent transport studies of the power deposition in these 
discharges will need to be completed before the relative importance of the 
TAE mode activity and the finite orbit width effects on the fast ions can be 
quantified. 
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Fig. 3 CX measurements of energetic 
hydrogen distribution function 
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of two sample 
discharges 
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Fig. 2 Comparisons of calculated and 
measured perpendicular stored energy 
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Fig. 5 Amplitude of magnetic 
perturbation of TAE mode 


